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Lentz, Catherine <catherine_lentz@nps.gov>

Re: [EXTERNAL] Telecommunications Plan; SHPO-2019-1443(149702)
1 message

Mary-Ellen Walsh <mwalsh@azstateparks.gov> Thu, Aug 15, 2019 at 8:57 AM
To: "Lentz, Catherine" <catherine_lentz@nps.gov>

sorry. Delete my statement about concurrence with adverse effect - that's why I only used the "Concur" stamp rather than
"Adverse Effect" stamp.
Sorry!

Mary-Ellen Walsh, M.A., RPA
Cultural Resources Compliance Manager

Note: Please use our new azshpo@azstateparks.gov email to initiate consultation!

Arizona State Historic Preservation Office
1100 W. Washington Street
Phoenix, AZ 85007
602.542.7120
mwalsh@azstateparks.gov

On Thu, Aug 15, 2019 at 8:52 AM Lentz, Catherine <catherine_lentz@nps.gov> wrote:
Hi Mary-Ellen, I have a question about the adverse effect concurrence.  In our letter to SHPO we said "the NPS
believes that the effects on historic properties cannot be fully determined before the undertaking is approved (i.e., the
signing of the Finding of No Significant Impact for the EA). The NPS would prepare a programmatic agreement (PA) for
this undertaking in consultation with SHPO, the traditionally associated tribes, and the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation (if the ACHP chooses to participate) in accordance with 800.14(b)(1)(ii)."

Your reply was "SHPO concurs with the Adverse Effect finding and need for a PA."  Does this mean that SHPO
believes there is a potential for adverse effect?  If this is the case, then we could say something like "while the effects
on historic properties cannot be fully determined before the undertaking is approved, there is a potential for adverse
effect.  The NPS would prepare a programmatic agreement (PA) for this undertaking in consultation with SHPO, the
traditionally associated tribes, and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (if the ACHP chooses to participate) in
accordance with 800.14(b)(1)(ii)."  Thanks.  Catherine

Catherine Smith Lentz
Planning, Environment, and Projects
Grand Canyon National Park
Ph #:  928-638-7327
Address:  National Park Service 
                1824 S. Thompson St., Suite 200      
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                Flagstaff, AZ 86001

On Thu, Aug 15, 2019 at 8:22 AM Mary-Ellen Walsh <mwalsh@azstateparks.gov> wrote:
SHPO concurs with the Adverse Effect finding and need for a PA.

Visual simulations will be an important part of this process, and we would like to see the design plans as they are
developed. As always, we would like to be kept informed on Tribes' concerns.

Also, as I mentioned previously, I already received one phone call from the public, who would like to know if there will
be any public meetings as part of the 106 process, outside of NEPA. It may be something to consider.

Thank you,

Mary-Ellen Walsh, M.A., RPA
Cultural Resources Compliance Manager

Note: Please use our new azshpo@azstateparks.gov email to initiate consultation!

Arizona State Historic Preservation Office
1100 W. Washington Street
Phoenix, AZ 85007
602.542.7120
mwalsh@azstateparks.gov
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